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Abstract
This study involved a thorough examination of attitudes and opinions of agricultural researchers
toward open access publishing and data sharing. Utilizing the results of the Ithaka S+R
Agriculture Research Support Services project, we reanalyzed our institutional interview
transcripts and synthesized information from the project's publicly available reports. For
comparison, we also searched and coded scientific and library literature. Our findings reveal
common attitudes related to open access publishing and data sharing and point to potential roles
for libraries to help address common impediments, such as lack of trust, time, and money.
Overall, this study provides disciplinary context that can inform how librarians approach
agricultural researchers about open access publishing and data sharing.

Introduction
The potential roles of agricultural librarians, and liaison librarians generally, continue to expand
and may include providing instruction, managing collections, advising on scholarly
communication issues, and consulting on research data challenges (Simonsen 2015). Ideally,
liaison librarians approach these roles based on the culture and needs of the discipline (Gaines
2015). For agricultural librarians, the Ithaka S+R Agriculture Research Support Services project
provided an opportunity to gather disciplinary practices and needs from researchers at multiple
institutions.
Ithaka S+R, a not-for-profit research and consulting service for libraries and academia, organized
the 2016-2017 agriculture project as part of its Research Support Services Program. The target
population was active researchers aligned with the project's broad definition of agriculture
(Cooper et al. 2017). University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and University of Minnesota
were among the 19 U.S. research libraries that participated in the agriculture project, with all
participants attending training and using the same semi-structured interview guide. The
participants interviewed agricultural scholars at their institutions, coded interview transcripts,
and wrote institutional reports. Most institutional reports are publicly available (USAIN n.d.) and
some were published in a 2017 special issue of the Journal of Agricultural & Food Information.
Based on a sample of transcripts from all participating institutions, Ithaka S+R also wrote an
overarching project report (Cooper et al. 2017).
The Ithaka S+R agriculture project generated a wealth of data that could not be fully discussed in
the institutional reports or overarching report. For this study, we used the Ithaka S+R results to
more thoroughly explore two related topics that have been at the forefront of many science
librarians' roles recently - open access and data sharing. Our goals were to identify common
themes expressed by agricultural scholars regarding open access and data sharing; compare the
themes to researcher perspectives available in the literature; analyze the open access and data
sharing themes for similarities and differences; and suggest roles for libraries, especially to
address impediments to open access publishing and data sharing. Ultimately, librarians can use
this synthesized information to inform how they approach agricultural researchers about open
access publishing and data sharing.

Literature Review
Many multidisciplinary studies have focused on researchers' attitudes, perceptions of, and
behaviors with regard to open access. Many of these studies include very thorough literature
reviews, and some are organized to uncover changes in attitudes and behaviors over time (Gaines
2015; Xia 2010). Xia (2010) went beyond providing an overview of changes to actually
synthesizing results from earlier studies (with at least one representative publication for every
year from 1991 through 2008) to reveal trends in attitude and changes in behavior of scholars.
More recently, Gaines (2015) conducted a campus-wide survey at the University of Idaho to
investigate faculty perceptions and knowledge of open access. This study, in which 28% of the
respondents were from the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, found disciplinary
differences in faculty responses and concluded that these differences should inform how
librarians approach faculty about open access. A more recent study by Rowley et al. (2017)
found limited disciplinary differences in scholars' attitudes and behaviors, but revealed a high
level of uncertainty about their future intentions toward publishing their research in open access
journals.

Studies focused on STEM disciplines are particularly relevant to our study of agricultural
researchers. Fowler (2011) surveyed mathematicians worldwide on a variety of publishing
issues, including open access, and found a strong opposition to open access fees. More recently,
Cusker and Rauh (2014) surveyed physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics researchers
(specifically excluding life scientists) to explore their experiences with and opinions of open
access fees. They found some disciplinary differences, but most responses were negative,
tentative, or uncertain.
With regard to data sharing, some multi-disciplinary studies have shown that researchers are
increasingly making their data openly available, although this certainly does vary by discipline.
Several large surveys conducted by the publisher Wiley in 2014 and 2016 provide some insight
into global data sharing trends (Ferguson 2014; Vocile 2017). For example, 66% of participants
who identified as life scientists said they were sharing their data, usually as supplementary
material in a journal (Ferguson 2014). These life science researchers said they would be even
more likely to share data if they were assured of getting proper credit, which differed from those
working in other disciplines who expressed concern for intellectual property and confidentiality.
These results are similar to several institutional faculty surveys where reasons for sharing data,
and reasons not to, varied considerably among disciplines (Akers & Doty 2013; Buys & Shaw
2015; Van Tuyl & Michalek 2015). Researchers are clearly sharing their data, but as Borgman
(2012) states, "The challenges are to understand which data might be shared, by whom, with
whom, under what conditions, why, and to what effects."
Looking just at the sciences, Tenopir et al. (2011) found that while 85% of their survey
respondents were interested in using other researchers' datasets, 46% reported that they do not
make their data electronically available to others. In a follow-up survey, Tenopir et al. (2015)
found that while researcher engagement in data sharing had increased, there are continued and
persistent challenges, such as proper attribution and concerns about misinterpretation and misuse
of the data. A few studies looking specifically at life sciences researchers indicate that while data
sharing does happen in this area, the researchers seem most comfortable sharing when directly
asked by another researcher, as opposed to depositing in a repository or posting to a web site
(Diekmann 2012; Herold 2015; Williams 2012). Those working in select areas though, genetics
in particular, seem to be quite comfortable using repositories or submitting supplemental data
files with articles (Williams 2012).
While there are many studies that explore open access publishing and many that explore data
sharing, we found only two studies that discussed these two subjects in direct relation to each
other. In a study looking at journal data policies and open access journals, Castro et al. (2017)
found that 74% of the open access journals sampled did not have any data policy whatsoever,
and only 6% required data sharing. The authors also found that commercial journals are at least
as likely or more likely to have a data policy and often have stronger policies. They state, "There
seems to be a stark contrast between the desire for openness of published results and the desire
for openness of process and evidence." Within the context of a specific discipline, Teplitzky
(2017) approached open access and data sharing from the opposite direction, looking at how
many data sets in the Pangaea repository had corresponding journal articles available via open
access. The author found that the incidence of publication in gold open access journals increased
over time and many articles were available through more than one source. Since these articles
explore open access and data sharing from different angles (i.e., journal policies and author
behaviors), no conclusions can be drawn between them, but the limited literature indicates this is
an area ripe for additional research.

Methods
The Ithaka S+R Agriculture Research Support Services project outputs formed the basis of our
study. We performed a qualitative analysis of the 28 Ithaka S+R agriculture project interview
transcripts from our two institutions (i.e., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and
University of Minnesota), the Ithaka S+R report (Cooper et al. 2017), and the publicly available
institutional reports (USAIN n.d.). To comply with IRB guidelines, we only analyzed the
interview transcripts from our own institutions (i.e., Illinois authors analyzed Illinois transcripts
and Minnesota authors analyzed Minnesota transcripts) and shared anonymized notes with each
other. Our approach to coding and analysis followed the training we received from Ithaka S+R
on grounded theory, based on the work of Corbin and Strauss (2014). Grounded theory uses
inductive reasoning, in which researchers start with qualitative data and review the data
iteratively to assign codes and group the codes into concepts and categories. The goal is to
develop new ideas and theories, rather than verify pre-existing theories. For our study, we
extracted and coded data about open access and data sharing from our interview transcripts, the
Ithaka S+R summary report, and the publicly available institutional reports. We worked together
to organize these codes into categories and identify major themes.
To contextualize our findings about agricultural researchers' attitudes on open access publishing
and data sharing, we examined literature published in both the science and library science fields.
Literature searches were performed in Scopus and Library & Information Science Source for
researchers' perspectives on both open access publishing and data sharing. This search resulted in
various types of sources that included research articles, editorials, and commentaries. The
findings of the research articles and the viewpoints of the editorials and commentaries were
coded according to the themes we uncovered in the interviews.

Results and Discussion
From our coded data, major themes emerged. For both open access and data sharing, the
researchers' comments were typically related to motivation and benefits and also concerns or
barriers. Interestingly, the open access comments coalesced around two common benefits and
two common concerns, while the benefits and barriers to data sharing were more varied. The
major themes are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of Major Themes
Open Access Publishing
Motivations and
Benefits

Concerns/Barriers

Data Sharing

1. Wide availability
2. Good visibility

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. High fees
2. Poor peer review/Low
quality

1.
2.
3.
4.

Wide availability
Funder requirements
Publisher requirements
Transparency & reproducibility
Policy advancement

Common Themes
1. Wide availability
2. Greater visibility

Data not valuable to others
1. Lack of trust
Difficult to prepare data to share 2. Limited time and
Lack of reward
money
Lack of time and/or knowledge 3. Confusion and
misinformation
to share data
5. Concerns about security,
privacy, and confidentiality
6. Lack of trust

Open Access
The Ithaka S+R interviews only asked questions about open access in the context of depositing
data or research products in a repository, but researchers at many institutions discussed open
access much more broadly.
Motivation and Benefits
Our findings revealed two open access benefits commonly cited by researchers - wide
availability and good visibility. Researchers pointed to a number of audiences that could benefit
from the availability of open access articles. Research communities, especially collaborators and
scientists in developing countries, are clear beneficiaries (Mills & Giovenale 2016; Sheffield
2016; Stapleton et al. 2016). In some cases, researchers expressed an interest in open access
publishing because the research would be available to practitioners, policymakers, and the public
(Parker-Gibson & Houpert 2016). One Minnesota researcher said, "I want anybody who wants to
consume to consume it ... If you want this, go ahead, and if you want to slog through that kind of
reading, go for it." Yet, other researchers noted that farmers and the public are often not
equipped or interested to read complex, scientific articles (Rempel & Robertshaw 2016). An
Illinois researcher commented, "Well, most [farmers] aren't going to read your research paper.
They want something that's more written in layman's terms."
It is notable that researchers were more interested in open access in terms of finding a broader
audience for their work than in increasing their citation counts. Scientific and library literature
have touted citation advantage as a selling point of open access publishing (Bernius 2010; DortaGonzález et al. 2017; Joint 2009; Lawrence 2001; Nelson & Eggett 2017; Rowley et al. 2017;
Tang et al. 2017; Teplitzky & Phillips 2016; Woszczynski & Whitman 2016), even though some
studies have found that this effect is sometimes weak or nonexistent (Flaxbart 2008; Gaule &
Maystre 2008; Salisbury et al. 2017). Based on these survey responses, it would seem that
focusing more on broader reach generally rather than citation advantage specifically may be a
message that resonates with agricultural researchers.
The wide availability of open access articles could be a particularly strong motivating factor for
agricultural researchers at land-grant institutions, given their mission to communicate research
results to citizens. Multiple Illinois interviewees expressed a commitment to this land-grant
mission, such as one who said, "[the institution] was founded to give a neutral, independent,
objective source of information that would benefit the public." While these statements were not
necessarily made in reference to open access, an agricultural researcher with this commitment
might be receptive to and interested in open access publishing. This echoes the perspectives of
researchers across the sciences who are committed to open access as public good through means
of furthering social justice (Arunachalam 2017), providing a return on taxpayers' investments in
research (Björk 2017; Nelson & Eggett 2017), and extending the benefits of research findings to
a global audience (Bolick et al. 2017; Smith et al. 2017).
While perhaps less altruistic, good visibility was the other commonly cited benefit of open
access. This is especially true of high-profile open access journals, such as PLOS ONE, BMC
Genome Biology and eLife that were specifically mentioned by Illinois researchers, including
one who said, "I'd still consider publishing in those sort of high prestige open access [journals]
because I think they get a lot of visibility in their citations." For some researchers, the good
visibility of open access publications is enough to offset their high cost (McManus et al. 2017).

Concerns
Our findings also revealed two concerns commonly mentioned by agricultural researchers
regarding open access - high fees and poor peer review/low quality - which echo concerns
expressed by scientists in other disciplines (Cusker & Rauh 2014; Gaines 2015). Many
interviewees expressed an inability to pay for open access rather than unwillingness to pay
(Cooper et al. 2017). In contrast, a study of mathematicians' attitudes found twice as many
respondents were unwilling to pay open access than were unable to pay (Fowler 2011). One
agricultural researcher who makes a point of publishing open access tempered that by saying,
"when I can afford it" (McManus et al. 2017). An Illinois interviewee described in detail how
open access fees changed the lab's publishing practices over time. At one time, open access
publications and hybrid open access journals had comparable fees, so the lab typically published
in open access publications, but more recently, "the fees for some of these [open access] journals
are getting outrageous," so the lab is going back to traditional subscription journals because their
open access fees are cheaper. In a recent study of 168 hybrid open access agricultural journals,
only 4.7% of 46,373 research articles were open access (Kocher & Kelly 2016), so this shift to
hybrid open access mentioned by the interviewee does not appear to be widespread among
agricultural researchers.
Some agricultural researchers do find funding to support open access, but there are limitations.
One Minnesota researcher relies on Hatch Act funding or other grant funding and indicated that
this is somewhat common practice - "typically when I write a grant proposal I'll include a
publication piece in the budget. Actually a lot of us do that and that, you know, it might cost
$1500 or something like that to publish [in] an open access journal. So you want to get two or
three of those so you build that into the budget." Yet, other interviewees from Minnesota and
Illinois expressed concerns about balancing research costs and publication costs in grant
proposals, like one who said, "when you're looking at very tight grant budgets, you want to hire
the people who are going to do the research. Oftentimes you cut short the computer cost and the
publication costs because you don't want to trim the budget too much from what you need for
your expendables and your labor." An Illinois interviewee noted that grants received for
agricultural research are typically not big enough to support large open access expenses. At some
institutions, library support for open access fees is another option, but this certainly is not
universal. One Minnesota researcher, who had published in an open access journal once,
specifically mentioned the library had provided funds to cover a third of the $3000 open access
fee.
Poor peer review or low quality of open access journals is a concern of many agricultural
researchers (Delserone & Dinkelman 2016; Parker-Gibson & Houpert 2016; Rempel &
Robertshaw 2016; Sheffield 2016). This concern is often mixed with uncertainty. As one Illinois
interviewee expressed, "Are they really of the same quality and standard? ... There are some that
are okay and there's some that are maybe not so okay ... I'm not sure which ones are which."
Another Illinois interviewee, who had been a self-described "big open access enthusiast,"
articulated a waning enthusiasm as the quality of open access publications has decreased. In
particular, this interviewee said, "I'm nervous about my students publishing their thesis in [open
access publications] and then in five or ten years, that publication on their CV doesn't look like
much," which seems to be a rather unique perspective on this common concern about low
quality. Fears of low quality publications and predatory publishers have also been noted in other
fields of science, with particular concerns around credit towards promotion and tenure (Björk
2017; Mann et al. 2009; Woszczynski & Whitman 2016).

Potential Library Roles
These common concerns point to potential roles for libraries in the open access movement.
Researchers experience uncertainty on multiple levels. In addition to their uncertainty about the
quality of open access publications, they express uncertainty about their future intentions
regarding open access publishing (Rowley et al. 2017), and at the most basic level, some do not
fully understand open access and mistake journals that they can access due to their libraries'
subscriptions for open access journals (Fowler 2011; Rowlands & Nicholas 2005). The high
level of uncertainty surrounding open access is an opportunity for libraries to provide education
and guidance, which echoes recommendations from some Ithaka S+R institutional reports
(Delserone & Dinkelman 2016; Mills & Giovenale 2016; Sheffield 2016), and the findings in
this study can inform how librarians approach agricultural researchers about open access. As
librarians, it is important for us to consider our approaches to outreach involving open access and
frame it in ways that are tailored to our audiences as suggested by Gaines (2015) and Otto
(2016). To speak to the interests and concerns of agricultural researchers, education and
guidance could focus on what open access is; how it can make research more widely available,
especially to researchers in developing countries, citizens, and policymakers; and how to identify
high-quality open access publications with strong peer review.
Since cost is another major barrier, libraries could also play a role by providing funds to support
open access publishing, although this comes with challenges. At some institutions with open
access funds, libraries need to increase promotion of the funds so researchers are more aware of
their availability (McManus et al. 2017; Sheffield 2016). At Minnesota, on the other hand, the
open access fund was being depleted so quickly that additional limitations were established when
the fund was reviewed in 2016; in particular, support was removed for hybrid open access
publication fees that had previously been supported up to a 50% maximum of $2000 (University
of Minnesota 2017). Beaubien et al. (2016) found that covering costs for hybrid publications
allowed researchers to make their work open access without publishing in unknown or lesstrusted publications, but had hopes to use this to push users of the fund toward publishing in fully
open access publications. Librarians at institutions with existing open access funds should
certainly promote these funds to agricultural researchers since more express an inability, rather
than an unwillingness, to pay open access fees (Cooper et al. 2017). An evaluation of the open
access fund at UC Berkeley (Teplitzky & Phillips 2016) found that the College of Natural
Resources, which includes agriculture, was the largest user of that institution's fund. At
institutions with no open access funds, librarians could advocate to library and campus
administrators for the value of such funds to agricultural researchers or explore funding options
that might be more within their control, such as endowment funds that could support open access
fees.

Data Sharing
Although only one interview question asked about sharing research data, participants responded
with a wide range of opinions, experiences, and understanding of the issues. While one
institution reported that their interviewees were aware of the increasing trend in depositing data
(Parker-Gibson & Houpert 2016), others reported that their interviewees were uncertain about
data sharing requirements and the best strategy for sharing. In general, the interviewees in this
study discussed a number of different benefits to sharing data, but also expressed some concerns
and explained the barriers they had come up against. Agricultural researchers appear to have
quite a pragmatic view of data sharing as far as their actual practices, yet there is evidence that
they are also concerned with the common good.

Motivation and Benefits
Of those participants who said they had deposited data in a repository, the primary motivations
were to make data available for others to use, to meet funding agency requirements, and to meet
publisher requirements (Cooper et al. 2017). These findings support the idea that the motivations
for sharing data are often a blend of individual choice and institutional policy as discussed by
Tenopir et al. (2011). Numerous studies by librarians and scientists have shown that funding and
publisher requirements are primary reasons that researchers share their data (Kim & Kim 2015;
Kim & Stanton 2016; Thelwall & Kousha 2017; Williams 2013). Nonetheless, there seems to be
a growing belief that, where possible, data should be shared because it benefits the community.
One Minnesota researcher, for example, commented "The motivation largely is because it's a
requirement of funding agencies and publications, but probably we do it anyway because it's
good practice, and we want the data to be out there and accessible and useful for others."
Several researchers, from both Minnesota and Illinois, explained that they were currently
working on a grant that would require them to deposit data in a repository and that it would be
their first time doing so. One admitted that they have not shared data before because they had
never been required to and because it takes additional time. Interestingly, another Minnesota
researcher commented that they had never deposited data until required, but the experience
convinced them what a great idea depositing data is because it makes the data easier to find. The
interviewee comments reflect the findings of Thelwall and Kousha (2017), who found data
sharing mandates are highly effective technically at getting researchers to share their data, with
the best-case scenario being that it convinces researchers that sharing data is simply good
practice.
While data sharing often hinges on individual choice, many agricultural researchers see clear
benefits to data sharing. Several study participants from Minnesota stated that depositing data in
a repository promotes transparency and reproducibility of the research, as it provides a record of
the data. This type of formal data sharing also helps with discovery and attribution by making the
data more easily accessible, even if only in the form of a supplementary file on the journal web
site. Some participants talked about data sharing helping other researchers and being "for the
common good." Many of them have used data shared by another researcher and feel that they
should do the same for others. There even seems to be an expectation by the agricultural research
community that researchers will share data, particularly those working in genetics. Although
only one researcher from Minnesota mentioned it, data sharing can also have the benefit of
influencing policy by informing debate and thereby improving the decision making of
stakeholders. These responses are not surprising, given that scholarly altruism has been shown to
be a motivating factor for scientists sharing data across multiple other surveys (Kim & Stanton
2016; Luzi et al. 2013; Williams 2013). Upholding the principles of transparency, reuse, and
verification also seem to strike a chord in the sciences and may be concepts for librarians to
explore in further promoting data sharing to agricultural researchers (Gezelter 2015; Hudson
2016; Keil 2014).
It is interesting to note that one advantage of data sharing not mentioned by participants in the
Ithaka S+R study was the citation advantage. Although multiple studies have found some
evidence of correlation between shared data and higher citation counts, it either did not occur to
the researchers in this study that this was a possibility, or this is not a major motivating factor for
them (Drachen et al. 2016; Piwowar & Vision 2013; Thelwall & Kousha 2017). Another benefit
not cited by the agricultural researchers in the Ithaka S+R study is the ability to make "negative"
or otherwise unpublished data available, although it has been noted by other scientists (Keil

2014; Leonelli et al. 2013). For librarians, both of these advantages could be explored with
agricultural researchers to determine whether they are motivators.
Barriers
While recognizing the benefits of sharing data, agricultural researchers have come up against
considerable barriers to data sharing with no clear-cut path around them. Participants in the
Ithaka S+R study gave the following reasons for not sharing their data: the data would not be
meaningful to others, the data would be difficult to prepare for sharing, a focus on publication
rather than data sharing, and lack of reward (Cooper et al. 2017). At this point in time,
agricultural researchers typically do not receive any reward or recognition in terms of promotion
and tenure for sharing their data. Consequently, several study participants said that it then
becomes a matter of whether or not they are required to share data. This relates to the findings of
Schmidt et al. (2016) that "loss of credit or recognition" when one's data is used by another
researcher is one of the primary barriers to sharing data generally in the sciences.
Another barrier to data sharing is the amount of time and knowledge necessary. While some
librarians have advocated for incorporating data sharing into the research process, several of the
study participants said that there often is just not enough time in the day for them to do so. Time
as a barrier to data sharing has been well-documented across many disciplines (Douglass et al.
2014; Kim & Stanton 2016; Williams 2013). Akers & Doty (2012) suggested that there might be
a rank divide in that senior-ranking faculty more often cite time and organization as barriers to
sharing, whereas junior faculty were more likely to see data sharing as a part of their research
process rather than "extra" time spent. There is insufficient data to know if this holds true for the
researchers in the Ithaka S+R study. Furthermore, some researchers feel that if their skills are
lacking, there is not enough time to learn how to share their data. One Minnesota researcher
stated, "...it would mean a massive restructuring of how we currently handle the data to be able
to do that [share data]. And we barely have time to get data collected, analyzed, get published,
without revising it." This problem with lack of time and knowledge might be due in part to a
distinct lack of standards for data sharing in many areas of agricultural research. Without
standards, it can be difficult to integrate data sharing into the research process and to develop
best practices. The researchers are left to share their data in inconsistent ways, with varying
levels of access, description, metadata, etc. This is in line with the findings of other studies
(Akers & Doty 2012; Luzi et al. 2013; Sayogo & Pardo 2013) and suggests that librarians could
assist researchers more by finding ways to streamline, demystify, and standardize the data
sharing process.
Security, privacy, confidentiality, access control, and a general lack of trust in sharing data all
came up repeatedly throughout the interviews. For some, these concerns were due to the type of
research they conduct. For one Illinois researcher working with human subjects data,
confidentiality is critical; "...in fact, everything that we do today is backed up by a confidentiality
agreement." For others, these concerns stemmed from a lack of confidence in the current data
sharing infrastructures and standards. As one Minnesota researcher put it, "Any hacker can find
the data set and unscrupulously just reanalyze and publish it as their own thing and nobody's
going to have the time or inclination or capabilities to even do the data sniffing to say 'hey, that
was fraudulent.'" These concerns align with those found by Schmidt et al. (2016) that across the
sciences, researchers worry that sharing their data will jeopardize their ability to publish on it
and/or control how it is used.

Potential Library Roles
One clear role for the library when it comes to data sharing is the provision and management of
institutional repositories, whether it is a general repository or a dedicated data repository.
Particularly in areas of agricultural research where there is not an established repository, libraries
and institutional repositories can alleviate some of the lack of trust and access control issues that
some researchers appear to have. It was clear that many of the participants in the Ithaka S+R
study view the library as a trustworthy entity, and one Illinois researcher even stated that they
would be more comfortable depositing data with the library.
Providing one-on-one consultation to researchers needing to select a repository and prepare their
data could serve to alleviate the aforementioned issues with the lack of time and knowledge. In
addition to providing more practical or functional services, there clearly is an educational role for
libraries when it comes to data sharing. As Bishoff & Johnston (2015) found, researchers need
more education on the basic mechanics and definitions of data sharing. The interviews provided
evidence that there are misconceptions about what it means to share data; some researchers
appear to conflate data sharing with big data, which are two distinct concepts. One outreach
strategy that could be further explored in the agricultural sciences is using data sharing
requirements from individual journals as a means to get interest from specific users or
departments (Fear 2015).

Themes Across Open Access and Data Sharing
Several themes emerged across discussions of open access and data sharing that give insight into
the common priorities and concerns of agricultural researchers. In terms of motivation, a
recurrent theme was altruism - sharing data or publishing in open access journals for the benefit
of others. Both open access and data sharing are tied to the land grant mission and local and
global outreach, with particular concern for sharing with scientists in the developing world who
might not have ready access to scholarship and data otherwise. Secondary to altruism, but
important nonetheless, is that agricultural researchers share data and publish in open access
journals to increase the visibility of their work in the interest of their own careers, be that toward
promotion and tenure, increasing their citation counts, or adding transparency to their research
process.
In terms of barriers, several commonalities can also be seen. Trust is a major impediment for
both data sharing and open access publishing. We saw that researchers were concerned about
predatory publishers of open access journals, as well as the potential for nefarious uses of their
hard-earned data if it were shared broadly. Another difficulty that is certainly not unique to
agricultural researchers is the tight allocation of time and money. If researchers are going to put
these types of resources towards cleaning up their data or paying open access fees, they need to
be assured that it is a worthwhile investment. Researchers also care about prestige. They want to
make sure that the journals they publish in have solid, established reputations and they want to
get credit if others use their data sets.
Confusion and misinformation were also common themes. Researchers interviewed in this study
expressed a range of knowledge about what constitutes open access publishing and data sharing.
Based on these findings, we can surmise that there is still a good deal of work to be done in
educating researchers and embedding open access and data sharing into the culture of
agricultural research.

Conclusion
Understanding the balance of the pressures and priorities of agricultural researchers can help
librarians in developing and promoting services around open access publishing and data sharing.
As we have noted, much research in both of these areas focuses on citation advantage. This
addresses some concerns about prestige and career advancement, but these interviews show that
researchers care about more. Making direct links to the values of researchers in terms of sharing
their research with the public and increasing the reproducibility and transparency of their
research would appear to resonate with researchers. In addition, librarians can assist researchers
by vetting journals and data repositories to ensure that they meet researchers' expectations for
trustworthiness. Finally, librarians need to address why these are worthwhile investments of time
and money and do what they can to ease these burdens on already overtaxed researchers.
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